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The Adirondack adventure started when my mother decided to take three of the four nieces to see the 

Almonzo Wilder homestead in Malone, NY, and asked me to join them. It’s a lot of driving to get to that 

part of the state, and we decided to stop for a walk. A friend of mine had recommended hiking on Blue 

Mountain, so that’s what we did. 
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Three of the four of us who went hiking were not avid hikers. Two of the four of us are from a state that 

is almost without terrain (Michigan). It was an adventure to get the Flatlanders up the hill. I pumped 

them all full of Themotabs and water, under the assumption that they’d be mildly dehydrated at 

baseline. They were, as evidenced by their flagging energy and increasing thirst as soon as they started 

exerting themselves. They drank all of their water and all of my water on the way up, so that I was mildly 

dehydrated by the time we got back to the car. I also made sure that we all learned to recover on the 

move rather than taking longer and longer and more and more frequent breaks. Meanwhile, the other 

of us who was familiar with some terrain helped to push. Eventually, we all made it. We enjoyed the 

short trees on top of the hill. 
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The most memorable part of the trip turned out not to be the hike, nor the homestead, but having 

meals near grocery stores, with large fuel tanks or industrial-strength air conditioners in the immediate 

vicinity. Fine dining, we decided: it was fine. 

But I enjoyed the hike, and there were many hikes that we did not take, so I thought I might like to get 

out for more hiking in that part of the world. It was a good time for an outdoor vacation, what with the 

plague of insanity in full swing, so I made some plans. I was going to be vacationing shortly after my 46th 

birthday, and there are 46 over-four-thousand-feet mountains in the Adirondacks. Maybe I should make 

that a project. 46 peaks in my 46th year.  

 

Note the gouges from hiking poles in the granite rocks on the trail. If I ever had trouble figuring out 

where the trail was, I followed the gouges. 
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Hiking those peaks is a ‘thing’. I’ve never been interested in peak bagging (NO #1), and I’m really 

uninterested in whatever most people think is a ‘thing’ (NO #2). On the other hand, I’ve always managed 

to take my own hikes under a variety of circumstances, so why not? Off I go to the high peaks of the 

Adirondacks. I decided to start in the past, with a hike I had taken as a child, when on a family vacation: 

up Whiteface Mountain. I took a different route, however, and included Mt. Esther, named for the first 

known English-speaking female to hike up it. It was a fun hike. Not too many people (two from 

Brooktondale who were finishing their 46-er hikes), good terrain, varied weather and trail conditions. 

Nothing wrong with that hike, and so far so good. 

 

Whiteface Mountain 
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Two mountains in one day was a good start. Maybe three the next day. I could be through over 20% of 

the hikes in a few days, if I kept moving. Next three on the list were Marcy, Gray, and Skylight, not 

necessarily in that order. Things fell apart. The trail was in abysmal shape (NO #3). The trails on these 

mountains were not designed as trails. They are the leftovers of the expeditions in the 1800s to get to 

the tops of them, when people would get together with twenty of their friends, collect some mules and 

supplies, and hack their way through the forest to the peaks. The erosion is unbelievable. Most of the 

hikes are in rocky trenches from which the soil has washed away completely. In some places, the bottom 

of the ‘trail’ is several feet (over a meter in places) below the ground level of the forest next to the trail. 

In places where the trails are more level, there is visible water continuing the process of erosion. 

 

Trail trench with water 
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The ‘trails’ typically aren’t rerouted and redesigned to accommodate the kinds of traffic that these 

mountains now take (NO #4) because the high peaks are a designated ‘wilderness area’, meaning that 

nothing with a motor can be used inside that area. The legal protections for the wilderness prevent the 

prevention of additional erosion. The trails on these mountains are an ongoing ecological disaster (NO 

#5). Did I mention that the ‘trails’ were in terrible condition? In a not-very-soggy fall, I was hip deep in 

water (NO #6) through a swamp. I followed a couple of Long Islanders around the worst of this (chest-

deep water), but wow. Just no (#7). 
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I am very tolerant of various trail conditions. I hike in the wet, the dry, the cold, the hot, the steep, the 

flat, the slippery, the sticky, the sloppy, the rocky, the soft, etc., and have a good time. Spending more 

than a creek’s width slogging through a swamp on inconsistent ground that I can’t see because the 

water is swamp water is not okay. On the plus side, following the Long Islanders through the swamp got 

us to several of these actually blue flowers. I rarely see actually blue flowers. Most are purple with some 

hints of blueness, rather than blue with a few tinges of purple. 
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I did appreciate those two Long Islanders, but I did not appreciate the thousands of others (NO #8). I 

believe that at least ¾ of the population of Long Island is in the high peaks wilderness on any given 

weekend. They’re loud (NO #9). They stay up late in outdoor campgrounds (NO #10). They’re 

unbelievably ignorant (NO #11): you know those shows in which the host interviews people who can’t 

identify the US on a map of the world? Those could all be filmed on Long Island. They blast their 

obnoxious music as they hike along mountains in the wilderness (NO #12). They post trail reviews that 

are not about the trails (NO #13) but about whether or not people are wearing masks to exercise 

outdoors (NO #14). 

I started with Gray, as a short detour on the way to Marcy and Skylight. When I reached the top of Gray, 

I didn’t believe it was the top. Surely there is something higher. And there it is, just over there. So I went 

over there, through some fairly thick brush that surprised me, given that the ‘trails’ are so heavily 

traveled (NO #15), but Gray is less hiked, so maybe there just haven’t been enough Long Islanders to 

help erode the trail into a trench yet. But I was wrong. The higher top was Mt. Marcy, the highest 

mountain in the state. Yes, I accidently summitted the highest mountain in the state (NO #16). Seems 

like I ought to notice something like that. 
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Which led me to conclude that hiking these 46 peaks is not the big achievement that I was led to believe 

(NO #17). What is the big deal, really, when I can wander off the trail and accidentally summit the 

highest peak in the state? Not a big deal. Then over to Skylight, which was an easy couple of miles on 

good granite. Hiking on granite is great. The texture makes for good traction, and where the granite is 

exposed, views are amazing. Skylight was the highlight. From Skylight, I could see Mt. Marcy and most of 

the other 46 high peaks. I should clarify that ‘high peaks’ is a euphemism (NO #18) to fool Long Islanders 

into thinking they’re doing something. The ground in Prescott is higher than the ‘high peaks’ in the 

Adirondacks. 

 

Woohoo, Skylight! 
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It’s hard to find a hike that makes me cranky, but that one did it. So I took a break and went to Ausable 

Chasm. I wasn’t thrilled about the $15 fee for the Gray/Marcy/Skylight trailhead (NO #19), but I’d 

absolutely pay $15 for Skylight access, so there it is. I’ll eat it for Skylight. But $17.95 for Ausable Chasm? 

That’s a question. The website says 11,376,516 happy customers. I should give it a try. It also says 

“Grand Canyon of the Adirondacks” (NO #20). I should give it a pass. I have a real problem with claiming 

“Grand Canyon of X” all over the place, when there’s only one Grand Canyon, and anyone who says 

“Grand Canyon of X” either hasn’t been to THE Grand Canyon or wasn’t paying attention while there. 

The mask nazis were out in force (NO #21): must wear masks for outdoor exercise even when not 

anywhere near the thousands of Long Islanders (NO #22). 11,376,516 happy customers and one cranky 

me. But the chasm does look nice. Chasm good, plague insanity bad. 
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Thought I’d try another break and spent a day loafing in my tent and reading. I gave some thought to 

how I’d like to proceed, beyond some hefty population control. I decided to prioritize scenery and 

experience over ticking off peaks and myself. Here’s a picture of purple asters. 
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I took an easy hike in the middle of nowhere. Nothing to be achieved, and no other hikers in sight. This 

was a good hike in the fall in the Adirondacks. I could hop across the creek on good-traction granite, 

rather than hip-deep in a swamp. Things were looking up. 
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I also thought that maybe I didn’t have to do all of the hiking. I made arrangements to go horseback 

riding, and let the horse do the hiking. There was a huge flock of turkeys working their way from one of 

the pastures, across the road, and into the forest. There was almost no wildlife visible (NO #23) or 

audible (NO #24) in the overused wilderness. Get out of the trampled trench, and more animals get to 

use the area. 
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The horse was Jeb, a Missouri trotter. When I made arrangements for the ride, I gave the short version 

of my equestrian resume and requested a horse with some attitude. They paired me with Jeb. Not much 

attitude to begin with, and the guide told me that he usually works with kids because he’s steady and 

responsible, and so pairing him with me was to give him a break from people who just needed not to be 

dropped. I was a little bit miffed, but happy to give Jeb a break. He had a bad preference for walking up 

behind the horse in front of him and engaging in sexual harassment. I decided to teach him to back up, 

with a little dressage move: gentle squeeze on the mouth, gentle squeeze with the legs. The legs say 

move forward in incompletely trained horses. It should just mean move the feet. The mouth squeeze 

says make your mouth more comfortable, usually by stopping. So to an incompletely trained horse, as 

Jeb was, I was giving contradictory information: move and stop. We discussed it. I insisted. He flapped 

his ears around and said I was contradicting myself. I insisted. He started to move his feet in agitation 

and made his mouth more comfortable by backing his head up and therefore the rest of him. Good boy. 

He was happy to have learned something and did a happy-horse dance. The next time I asked for 

reverse, he took just a moment to remember. The third time, he was absolutely solid on it. We had a 

solution to his sexual harassment, but not a prevention.  
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Thanks to Jeb, I’m a fan of Missouri trotters. One is not a pattern, but I’m willing to give him credit as 

being a representative of his breed. He was intelligent, gave an exceptionally smooth ride (as gaited 

horses are bred to do), put his feet down intentionally on tricky ground, and was willing to work with me 

to learn something useful. 

I was ready to try hiking with my feet again. I went for a hike I had been seeing while driving around the 

area: Cascade and Porter Mountains. Two more of the high peaks (No #25), but I picked the hike 

because I wanted to have a look around from another part of the wilderness, and try to make a better 

spatial understanding of where I was hiking relative to where I was driving, and perhaps scope out more 

non-high-peak hikes. My trail map rated the hike as difficult. It was not, as evidenced by the many 

picnickers (NO #26) visible in the picture. At least the trailhead parking was free, if far from the trailhead 

(NO #27). 

I did meet a local couple and asked about out-of-the-trampled-trench options, and they recommended a 

few, including an extension of this trail. I decided to pass because I didn’t want to walk back through the 

picnic area.  
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Instead, I crossed the road and did a very different trail that I would consider difficult because of the 

amount and kind of scrambling necessary. I had to think about how to haul myself up through some of 

the rocky grooves on that trail, and it was almost as much upper-body climbing as hiking. There were 

good views at several points along the way, few people on the trail, and lots of variety for what it took 

to proceed along the trail. 
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But before this hike, I needed to replace one of the tips for a hiking pole. I put rubber tips on my poles. 

They’re quieter and provide some traction. But I lost one. So I went looking for a rubber tip. Should be 

easy to find in a hike-centric part of the world. It wasn’t (NO #28). Lake Placid was all in on the insanity 

(NO #29) and crowded (NO #30). The EMS store in Lake Placid had only metal tips (NO #31), and a surly 

employee (NO #32) tried to convince me that metal tips were better (NO #33). I told him about the 

gouges (NO #34) and pointed out that the metal tips are not compatible with leave-no-trace principles. 

He suggested I go to another outdoor store, elsewhere. 

I did. At that place, cars had to be socially distanced (NO #35) because this particular virus can infect cars 

apparently (NO #36). I had to wait in line (NO #37) to get into the store (NO #38) for one item. I had to 

sign a waiver to shop (NO #39). I asked an employee, who fetched the part for me. I asked the cashier 

about all of the nonsense, and she explained that they hadn’t had the plague, so they were happy with 

the measures they were taking (post hoc, ergo propter hoc fallacy: NO #40). I suggested that they 

probably hadn’t seen any tigers lately either, so their measures were effective against all kinds of 

threats. 

I acquired the rubber tips I was looking for and provided tips on responsible thinking wherever I went. I 

was giving better than I got. 
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Prioritizing experience and scenery, I hiked to a place where I could look at instead of over the high 

peaks wilderness. There were people actively working on rerouting trail for more responsible handling 

of the traffic, although there was not much traffic. Drainage was planned to minimize erosion. 

Switchbacks were placed to minimize erosion. Side cuts were angled to minimize erosion. (I’m not the 

only one who noticed the erosion problem, but I talked to several people, including guy in EMS, who 

thought that was just how things had to be in the Adirondacks (NO #41), despite hiking along next to 

ground that is not like the ‘trails’.) Trail surfaces were packed to help prevent loss of soil. The people 

working on the trail were using only hand tools thanks to wilderness-area restrictions (NO #42), but they 

were doing well with what they were doing: just making slow progress (NO #43) because of the 

restrictions.  

 

This is the view everyone wants but doesn’t get (NO #43) for peak-bagging. 
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I also decided to look around at some of the non-swamp bodies of water. There are many lakes in the 

Adirondacks. I don’t remember (NO #44) all of their names and took inadequate notes (NO #45).  This is 

a good-looking lake along a trail I took. 
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I figured if I’ve told myself no once, I’ve told myself no 45 times. I figured I’d make it an even 46 and just 

say no to the whole 46er thing. The next hike I took was into the wilderness that was recognizable as 

wilderness: few people, seldom-used trails, nothing that mobs consider spectacular. Personally, I like 

this kind of shelf fungi. In looking at my pictures from times past, I find that I take a picture of this kind 

of fungus almost every time I encounter it. 
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I walked into the back forty of the wilderness area, through several hollows and along some streams to 

another lake. This was the best hike of the trip.  
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From homestead to homestead: this time, the farm and gravesite of John Brown, famous abolitionist. 

The farm is no longer a working farm, but some herbs and wildflowers and vintage garden plants are 

maintained there. It has become more of a historical site, with information about slavery, abolition, and 

current racial difficulties. 
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John Browns body lies a-mouldering in the grave, 
John Browns body lies a-mouldering in the grave, 
John Browns body lies a-mouldering in the grave, 
But his soul goes marching on. 
 
He captured Harper’s Ferry with his nineteen men so true, 
He frightened old Virginia till she trembled through and through. 
They hung him for a traitor, they themselves the traitor crew, 
But his soul goes marching on. 
 
John Brown died that the slave might be free, 
John Brown died that the slave might be free, 
John Brown died that the slave might be free, 
And his soul goes marching on. 
 

There’s the grave. I didn’t check the body. 

 


